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A B S T R A C T

Heel strike instants are an important component of gait analyses, yet accurate detection can be difficult

without a force plate. This paper presents two novel techniques for kinematic heel strike instant (kHSI)

detection which examined maximal resultant horizontal heel displacement (HHD). Each of these HHD

techniques calculates HHD from a selected reference location of either the stance ankle or stance heel to

the swing heel. The proposed techniques, along with other previously established techniques, were

validated against a 10 N force plate threshold. Fifty-four healthy adults walked overground at both

normal and fast speeds while wearing athletic shoes. The reported true and absolute errors were as low

as 3.2 (4.4) and 5.7 (3.4) ms, respectively, across 8678 kHSI when using the stance ankle as a reference,

which significantly outperformed (p < 0.0001) the established techniques. Gait speed was shown to

have a significant effect (p < 0.0001) on HHD-determined kHSI, as well as the three other techniques

evaluated, highlighting the need for condition-specific identification of kHSI.

� 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Proper detection of heel strike instants is critical in studying
human gait. A force plate is conventionally used to identify heel
strike instants (fHSI) by detecting a minimum vertical ground
reaction force threshold of 5, 10, or 20 N [1–9]. Without a force
plate, researchers can develop techniques based on kinematics to
determine heel strike instants (kHSI) for overground gait. Notable
techniques are those focusing on changes in foot marker variables
like heel height, heel velocity, heel vertical acceleration, swing foot
horizontal displacement, filtered displacement of two foot
markers, hip extension, or a heel velocity threshold [1–9]. These
techniques have demonstrated varying degrees of accuracy, with
average errors of 0.6–27.0 ms when compared with fHSI [7,8]. Most
of these studies were validated with relatively small sample sizes
[5–7] or at only one gait speed [1–4 and 6–8]. This could be
problematic because of observed participant variability [10] and
gait speed effects on kinematics [11,12], both of which could affect
kHSI accuracy. Due to the inherent variation within and across
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participants, as well as emerging technologies in data collection,
the search for alternative techniques remains.

In normal gait, heel strikes occur at roughly the same instant as
the horizontal heel displacement (HHD) reaches a maximum. In
the current study, it was hypothesized that using a location on the
stance foot’s ankle or heel, rather than the sacrum or ASIS [6,13],
may improve the identification of kHSI. A second hypothesis is that
gait speed, via its recognized effect on gait parameters [11,12],
would affect the technique’s ability to identify kHSI. The proposed
techniques were validated with a large dataset of healthy adults
wearing athletic shoes walking overground. The subsequent kHSIs
were compared, along with three other techniques [5–7], with
fHSI.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants, setup and procedure

The dataset used was from a previous study [14]. Fifty-four
healthy adults (28 females, 26 males, 44.7 � 13.2 years,
166.5 � 10.1 cm, and 73.2 � 14.2 kg) gave their informed consent
to a protocol approved by an institutional review board. Participants
walked back and forth on a 12.2 m long, dry quarry-tiled walkway
incorporating three Kistler force plates (Amherst, New York) while
wearing athletic shoes. A motion tracking system (Motion Analysis
e under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/
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Fig. 1. (A) Illustration of markers used and their placement. (B) Experimental data

from a select trial comparing the two different horizontal heel displacement (HHD)

technique peaks (X) along with their corresponding force plate-determined heel

strike instants (+).
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Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA) recorded markers positioned on the
sacrum, both lateral malleoli, and each shoe heel (Fig. 1). Synchro-
nized force plate and motion data were sampled at 1000 and 250 Hz,
respectively. Each participant walked under two conditions: self-
selected fast and normal gait speeds.

2.2. Techniques for identifying kHSI

kHSIs were determined via two proposed HHD techniques
which identified the instant the resultant horizontal distance
between the heel marker of the swing foot and a reference marker
located on the stance limb reached a maximum during a gait cycle
(Fig. 1). Two reference locations on the stance limb were
investigated: the heel (‘‘Heel–Heel’’) and lateral ankle (‘‘Ankle–
Heel’’). The motion data were processed with a zero-lag fourth
order low pass Butterworth filter at 12 Hz. Each maximum
was refined by a linear interpolation at the zero-crossing of
the respective derivative. In addition, three other established
Table 1
Mean and standard deviation of true and absolute error for all techniques against forc

Algorithm type True error (ms) 

All Fast 

HHD (Heel–Heel) 8.6 (4.4) 7.1 (4.1) 

HHD (Ankle–Heel) 3.2 (4.4) 2.9 (4.2) 

Heel vertical acceleration [5] 11.5 (5.3) 12.2 (5.9) 

Sacrum–heel [8] �20.6 (5.3) �19.5 (5.1) 

Filtered heel displacement [9] �46.9 (12.9) �45.4 (15.5) 

Note: A positive true error value indicates the kHSI detection occurred after fHSI.
techniques incorporating the swinging heel, calculated with
original specifications, were applied to the current dataset. These
techniques identified kHSI via heel vertical acceleration [5], peak
distance between the heel and sacrum [6], or a filtered heel
displacement [7].

2.3. Data analysis

Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) was used to analyze the
kinematic data. Gait speed was the instantaneous sacral marker
horizontal velocity. The aforementioned procedures were applied
to the data to determine kHSIs for each technique. The resulting
kHSIs were then compared with corresponding fHSIs to determine
the error. A successful fHSI occurred when the normal force
exceeded 10 N and the participant’s heel was within the bounds of
a force plate. The true error (TE) was defined as kHSI minus fHSI,
while the absolute error (AE) was the TE magnitude. Average error
and standard deviations were calculated from the subject
averages. A mixed linear model with fixed and random effects
was applied to the TE using the proc mixed procedure in SAS 9.3
(SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). A three-way ANOVA with repeated
measures and interaction was used. The technique and speed
were considered as fixed effects and participants as a random
effect, interaction technique*speed was included in the analysis
(p � 0.05, for significance). A post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni
adjustment for multiple comparisons was done for the technique
variable.

3. Results

In all, 8678 successful heel strikes were analyzed. The means and standard

deviations of the normal (4190 trials) and fast (4488 trials) speeds were 1.4 (0.16)

and 1.9 (0.22) m/s, respectively. Averages and standard deviations of TE and AE

from all the techniques are shown in Table 1. The three-way ANOVA indicated that

technique had a significant effect (p < 0.0001). Effects of gait speed and its

interaction with a technique were statistically significant (p < 0.0001). The post

hoc analysis demonstrated statistically significant differences among all five

techniques (p < 0.0001). The two proposed HHD techniques outperformed all

other algorithms with the HHD Ankle–Heel technique demonstrating the least TE

and AE. Histograms of the TE from all technique and speed conditions are shown in

Fig. 2.

4. Discussion

Our two HHD techniques outperformed three other established
techniques [5–7] in determining kHSI when compared with fHSI.
The HHD Ankle–Heel technique achieved a mean TE and AE of
3.2 and 5.7 ms, respectively. While kHSI from the Heel–Heel
technique also improved upon existing techniques, the heel’s
upward rotation about the ankle seems to delay the timing of the
horizontal maximum. The stance ankle demonstrated added
accuracy by focusing on more of the translational motion in the
stance limb prior to heel strike.

The results demonstrated, in four of the five techniques, a
reduced error in the faster speed condition. The association
between speed and kHSI detection agrees with that found by Kiss
e plate-determined values across both fast and normal gait speeds.

Absolute error (ms)

Normal All Fast Normal

10.1 (4.7) 9.5 (4.0) 8.2 (3.6) 10.7 (4.3)

3.5 (4.6) 5.7 (3.4) 5.4 (3.2) 6.0 (3.5)

10.8 (4.8) 12.0 (4.8) 12.7 (5.2) 11.3 (4.4)

�21.7 (5.5) 20.6 (5.3) 19.5 (5.1) 21.7 (5.5)

�48.5 (10.2) 47.8 (11.0) 47.1 (11.9) 48.6 (10.1)



Fig. 2. Histograms depicting true error (ms) vs. percentage of trials (%) for all techniques across both fast and normal gait speed conditions.
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[13], but differs from others [5,9] whom found no such impact.
These conflicting effects of gait speed on kHSI detection could be
attributed to inter- and intra-participant variability, the kHSI
technique, and/or sample sizes differences.

Ideally, prior to data analysis, a comparison should be
performed to evaluate which of the numerous techniques [1–9],
along with the two proposed here, perform the best with a given
dataset. Such specificity may become even more important when
evaluating clinical patients, treadmill trials, or emerging tracking
technologies. One can hypothesize that in cases using acceler-
ometers or focusing on clinical data, where precise segment
locations or a predictable gait pattern are typically absent, the
proposed techniques may not be applicable. As techniques mature,
some of these concerns could be diminished. We examined a
healthy population walking overground in a controlled motion
tracking laboratory; therefore, the efficacy in alternative circum-
stances remains unknown. Also, the impact of these kHSI detection
errors on specific gait parameters and their practical significance
ought to be determined in future research.

In this study, we demonstrated the capability of novel HHD
techniques to identify kHSI in healthy adults walking overground.
A technique which references the swinging heel to the stance ankle
revealed the lowest error with respect to the fHSI when compared
with previous techniques [5–7]. Walking faster improved the
accuracy of the technique.
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